Will You
Keep Your
Lord’s
Supper on
the day of
the Moon or
on Monday?
Editor Willard R. Wade
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Would You Eat Your Lord’s Supper On Moon Day
Morning?
Note the admonition of Paul “You -Do what I do and the
peace of God will be with you.”
Note to Beware, If you do, what I am mistranslated in
your false Bible says that I do, then death and the wrath of
God is against you.
Philippians 4:9 Those things, which you have both
learned, and received, and heard, and seen in me, do: and
the God of peace shall be with you.
Paul is mistranslated and made to say, “You see me
translated to be “breaking bread” just after midnight on a
Monday morning, so your false Bible translators are
saying, to do what Paul and the disciples in Troas is
translated to be doing, preach until midnight of Sunday
night and then after midnight break bread on Monday
morning and the devils or your false Bible mistranslators
are saying falsely that “the peace of God will be with
you.” “
Now you would be correct to say this is the most
ridiculous custom that is designed by our God to gather
on Sunday night to break bread after midnight on Monday
morning. Not realizing it is your wicked Bible translators
that are mistranslating the Bible record with the only
purpose to deceive you and to get you to worship on a
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Sunday as the pagans were worshipping on Sunday the
day of their sun god.
You would be correct to say such a “Set Time of God”
to gather to worship Monday after midnight would be
ridiculous, because it is your wicked Bible translators that
are deceiving you by mistranslating that the disciples
gathered before midnight (Sunday night) of the first day of
the week (of the seven pagan sky gods).
Acts 20:7 We know for a fact that this is a false translated
Bible record that says that Paul gathered in Troas on
Sunday (the artificial measure of a solar day the first day
of the week [of the seven sky gods] before midnight of a
Sunday night and there are many lights where they were
gathered) to break bread. Get you a piece of Paper and
make a diagram of the week days and discover the only
before midnight of the first day of the week is a Sunday
night. The disciples are mistranslated to say they are
gathered on the night of Sunday to break bread.
Now note carefully Christ is recorded to resurrect on the
Greek Bible day Mia. In the Greek Septuagint of the Olds
Testament The day Mia is measured first with only one
whole Dark period followed by only one whole light
period. At the end of the light period on Sunday is the end
of the Bible day Mia, or the resurrection “day one of the
Sabbaton.”
The Beginning of Sunday night would not be any part of
the Resurrection day. Sunday at the beginning of the night
is the end of the day of the resurrection. Yet we have this
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false Bible translations of acts 20:7 saying the disciples in
Troas are gathered on Sunday night before midnight to
break bread and there were many lights where they were
gathered and Paul will preach till midnight of Sunday or
the first day of the week. After midnight Paul is
mistranslated to break bread on Monday morning.
The mistranslated day of the resurrection and also the day
they gather to break bread. In this false Bible translation
the disciples are mistranslated to say they did not break
bread on any part of the day of resurrection but they
broke bread after midnight on Monday morning. After
midnight on a Monday is not on any part of the day of
the resurrection of the Christ. Now would you agree to
celebrating the Lord’s supper on a Monday morning just
like this false Bible translations is saying Paul broke bread
after midnight on a Monday morning.
If you say this is a true Bible translation, and is a example
of eating a Lords supper on a Monday morning, a
Monday that is not the day of the resurrection of the
Christ. Then in all honesty, would you object to eating the
Lord’s supper on a “Saturday night” to unite with the
millions of Christians who believe it is a mortal life losing
sin to take the Lord’s supper on Sunday morning, a
Sunday night or on a Monday morning? Millions of
people that profess to be Christian gather on Saturday
night to celebrate the Lord’s supper, believing this is the
only night our God has established for His Saints to
gather and to eat the Lord’s supper and this is the only
true night of the resurrection of the Christ?
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If you believe the Lord’s supper of breaking bread was
eaten by Paul and disciples on a Monday morning a day
that is not the day of the resurrection of the Christ, why
not agree to allow and to gather with the Saints of God on
Saturday night, to be united together with them who
believe that they can not gather at any other time but on
Saturday night without losing their eternal life?
Acts 20 verse 7 At what time of what day does your
translated Bible record say Paul and disciples gather in
Troas for the purpose to break bread on the night of the
day of the resurrection. Note carefully the gathering is at
the true supper hour of our God, in the night of the day of
the resurrection. What time and on what actual day does
your Bible translations say Paul actually did break bread
in verse Acts 20:11.
First of all Our God does -not have the Artificial measure
of a Saturday night. God of the Bible does not have
written in His ancient manuscripts of the Bible a “first day
of the artificial measure of a seven day solar week” (of the
ancient pagan seven solar days names after the seven sky
gods and the first day of the “week” is Sunday the day of
the sun god).
False Human traditions, of Eating “A False Lord’s
Supper” at the hour to “break Your Fast” a False
tradition of eating Eucharist or a Lord’s Supper, that was
started first by the mother of all Churches, the Catholic
church. This false tradition of a Sunday Lord’ supper on
a day of the sun god tradition, at the catholic hour to
“Break Your Fast” is steeped first in Pagan Catholic
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traditions. It is hard to break old Pagan traditions, when
Bible mistranslations have made dark and almost
impossible to understand what truth in the Resurrection
moment of the Christ is.
It is the devil in all our most popular mistranslated Bibles
and it is nothing but the world of the Devil that had
changed true “ Bible set times of God to worship” and it
is false.
The mistranslations in Bible Time in all the most popular
translated Bibles have completely scrambled every set
time event of our God. Bible Time and “Set Times” our
God has set to Worship, all Set time events of God to
Worship are designed by our God to put awesome
convincing power in the Bible records to convince you
that the Bible is from God or is God breathed. The devil
and his disciples removes this great power to convince
you the Bible is from God by mistranslating Bible set
times of God to worship. In false Bible translations,
What Great “set time event of our God is there, to
worship and “break bread” or to celebrate the Lord’s
Supper on Monday morning just after Midnight? Anyone
with half a brain in making this Bible study from the
ancient languages of the Bible can see there is a great
problem of mistranslation of the Bible Set time events in
this Bible record to say this was the first day of the week
or a Sunday.
The disciples in Troas and the apostle Paul is
mistranslated to say they “broke Bread” just after midnight
on a Monday Morning. Would you like to wait until
midnight of Monday morning to celebrate your Lord’s
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Supper so you could emulate the apostle Paul and the
disciples in Troas. Deep down in your gut, it is easy to
see there is something dreadfully wrong in this Bible
translation and should be warning you there is a
mistranslation problem that says Paul and the disciples in
Troas are gathering on Sunday night (the night of the first
day of the week of the seven sky gods) to break bread.
Now your wicked Bible translators dare not mention the
“Week” is an artificial solar measure made so you are to
speak and give names to the pagan gods of the day of
your life, to give glory and honor to the god of your day
of your life to your seven pagan sky gods. To say
Sunday is to speak the name of your god of the sun to
give glory and honor to the solar day of the sun. Monday
or “Moon Day” is giving glory and honor by speaking the
name of your god of the moon, your life of your day you
give the name to the moon goddess. To speak the name of
the war god “Tue” or Tuesday is giving glory and honor in
speaking the name of your war god “Tue.” You do not
realize how Satan has deceived the entire world into giving
glory and honor by speaking the names of their day of the
seven sky gods as their days of their “week” or their
“WuCu.”
After learning truth of the artificial measure of days of the
Seven sky gods, anyone with half a brain can easily see
that, the false Bible translation of “the first day of the
week” or the name “Sunday” is false translated Bible
names of blasphemy, names that are mistranslated into the
Bible record for the only purpose to deceive the Saints
about the true resurrection moment of the Christ.
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So which would you prefer, A Saturday night Lord’s
Supper or a Monday morning Lord’s supper? Neither the
Saturday night or a Monday morning in the artificial
measure of a solar day is any part of the pagan “first day
of the week.” Saturday night or Monday morning after
midnight is not any part of Sunday (which Sunday is an
artificial time measure that takes two parts of two natural
eye observed Bible solar days to make the one solar day
of Sunday). We get a little complicated but stay with me
and see how awesome our God is and how convincing
true corrected records of the Resurrection moment of our
God is and God puts an awesome power in the
resurrection moment. Let me show some of this awesome
power of God in Bible set times to worship. LOOK in
Genesis one verse two see there was darkness created
before the light was created. The beginning of the dark
Scientist call this beginning of creation “The Big Bang.” I
see nothing wrong with the name of the beginning creation
of the dark of the universe as “the Big Bang.”
Now notice Christ is recorded to resurrect at dusk, in the
beginning of the evening on the parallel of the solar cycle
of the Same moment of creation “The Big Bang.” Here is
another parallel of “The Big Bang” the Bible set time
events of our God, the all night celebration of Pentecost
on the beginning of the night of the Bible day Mia or day
one.
Let me explain. A natural occurring Bible day is a solar
day measured from the beginning of dark (dark) of the
evening, Because God created the dark first. The solar
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Bible day is a natural measure with only one whole dark
period. Sunday is measured with two dark period of two
revolutions of the earth upon it axis. Can you see how it
is impossible for the first day of the week to be correctly
translated as the true resurrection day of the Christ.
God did not need a Clock to tell time to start His days of
creation that were not solar day like He makes solar days
for humans. God made the sun on the forth day of
creation but the sun is created only for humans to measure
their solar days.
God of the Bible in his creation days were not solar days
the same as for humans because these creation days of
God were not determined by the sun. How can you have
a Sunday when there is no sun? Take careful note on the
first three days of creation there is no sun created to make
a day called “Sunday” or the first day of the week (see
Genesis 1:1 through 19). Now for a fact if there was no
sun created for the first three days of creation then we can
safely assume the other days of creation were not day
measured as is our days measured with the sun.
So the solar days of God do not start artificially in the
middle of the night (as does our civil solar “week” days).
So know this for certain the God of the Bible does not
have a week but He has what He calls His seven solar day
“Shebuah” in the Hebrew and the “Sabbaton” in the
Greek. Now notice this command of God “From evening
unto evening you shall keep your Sabbaton (see Greek
Septuagint the Old Testament Bible used by the same
Jews who Christ chose to write our New Testament). Now
the Same Greek word “Sabbaton” is used to give the
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exact resurrection moment of the Christ at the end of the
Sabbath day and at the beginning of the seven day solar
Sabbaton. The resurrection moment is a time Parallel to
dusk of our Civil time of early dark of our Saturday night.

Matthew 28:1 In the new Testament Christ is written to
resurrect at the time of “epiphosko” the same “epiphosko
Christ is finished being entombed at epiphosko or lighting
up the night of the new day (Luke 23:54) Christ will
resurrect at Epiphosko or Lighting up the night of the new
day at the first of the seven day solar Sabbaton. The
resurrection moment of the Christ, in the artificial time
mode, is a parallel to dusk of our modern Saturday night.
We measure the Bible day with your eye watching only
one revolution of the earth upon it’s axis. In a natural
Bible solar day there is measured only one whole dark
period followed with only one whole light period. The
artificial measure of the solar day of Sunday (the first day
of the artificial week day of the seven sky gods, because
Sunday is a measure made first to honor their gods by
naming the days of their artificial measure of a week by
the ancient pagan Egyptians).
Bible translations of true Bible time which is made so
twisted and complex and made hard for so few to
understand the true resurrection moment of the Christ and
the true time to celebrate the Lord’s Passover Supper
Memorial.
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Do you say that you do not believe it possible for Bible
translations of the “Set times of God to worship” will be
changed by a wicked ruler devils in Bible translations will
change in their translated Bibles the set times of God to
worship. It is prophesied Devils in their false Bible
translations will deceive the Saints of God.
Question is can you be convinced to truth. Then you
reject or do you accept or believe in the true Ekklesia
Bible translation of the prophecy of Daniel 7:25.
And he [the eleventh horn] shall speak [blasphemous]
words against the Most High, and shall wear out the saints
of the Most High; and he shall think to change the set
times [to worship] and the laws [of the most high]; and
they [the deceived Saints] shall be given into his hand until
a time and times and half a time. [We in brackets amplify
the record so you can not possibly misunderstand this
prophecy.]
-We allege (state under oath to our God, or we plead with
you) that -All The “Set times of God to worship” have
been changed in -all your most popular Bible translations.
If this allegation to truth of the change in times God has
set to worship has been changed in all the most popular
Bible translations. Does this allegation not “shock you to
the core” and cause a great concern for not only for your
eternal welfare but for the eternal welfare of millions of the
Saints of God. Would learning truth about a Saturday
night Lord’s supper cause you to open your mind to truth,
If you are not concerned then you just as well stop
reading this warning we are trying to give you.
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We continue to give you the warning from Daniel about
the Saints of God that are deceived and When they are
deceived God gives the deceive Saints over to the hand of
their deceiver;
{7:26} But the court [of Ekklesia] shall be set, and they
[the Saints] shall take away his dominion [to deceive], to
consume and to destroy it unto the end. {7:27} And the
kingdom and the dominion, and the greatness of the
kingdom under the whole heaven, shall be given to the
people of the Saints of the Most High: his kingdom is an
everlasting kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and
obey him.
Now look again we the Ekklesia of Christ are restoring as
part of this prophecy. We the Ekklesia of Christ are
showing truth, it is past time we restore truth in all Bible
translations.
1) It is past time to restore the hot militant warfare to be
made against the gates of Hades or hell and restore the
court of the Ekklesia of our God that Ekklesia is designed
by our God to unite all the Saints of our God. To restore
the hot militant warfare of the Ekklesia of God demands
we stop the passive conduct of all churches. The God of
the Bible did not start any Church. Read Daniel who
gives us the warning that the eleventh ruler (Constantine)
will start all churches and only then can he the eleventh
ruler will after he stops “Ekklesia (the Latin “ecclesiam),
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The false teaching of Constantine will “Prevail” over the
Saints of our God and deceive them.
Daniel {7:21} I beheld, and the same [eleventh] horn made
war with the saints, and prevailed against them; {7:22}
until the ancient of days came, and judgment was given to
the saints of the Most High, and the time came that the
saints possessed the kingdom.
It is past time for the Saints of God to remove false Bible
translations and names of blasphemy from our Bible
records that deceive the Saints of our God.
2) It is past time for the saints of God to remove names of
blasphemy from all translated Bible records found in all
the most popular Bible translations.
We are warned by John the “Revelator” there is a “Great
Church Whore.”
Ekklesia Bible translation Rev. 17:1b “Come here, I will
show you the judgment of the great [church] Whore that
sits upon many waters.”
Rev 17:3b “I saw a woman [church whore] sitting upon a
scarlet-colored beast [a church religion], full of names of
[church] blasphemy.
Now not these names of “church blasphemy” can not
deceive the Saints of God unless they are mistranslated
into the most popular Bible translations.
Note she the first church whore, is riding on her church
beast (Her church religion) and she has fed the belly of her
church Beast (Her church Religion) to the full of Church
names of blasphemy. What is coming our of the belly of
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her church beast (church dung) will only make more
“church whores.”
Here God is warning us that we will not be saved if we do
not come out of her false names of blasphemy; Rev
{18:4} And I heard another voice from heaven, saying,
Come forth, my people, out of her, that you have no
fellowship with her sins, and that you receive not of her
plagues:

2) It is past time to restore Laws of God that are
mistranslated in all the most popular Bible mistranslations.
Look Daniel warns “Laws of God” will be changed but
they can only be changed in false Bible mistranslations.
A) In all the most popular Bibles are actually mistranslated
to actually say we are not under any law from God.
B) Bibles are actually mistranslated to actually say our
most wicked works of unrepented sins will not make self
unsaved ( Ephesians 2:8-9) .
2) It is Past time to restore all Bible “set times of God to
worship.”
Do you say when the Saints of God that are deceived by
false “set times of God to worship” that our God would
not give the deceive Saints of God over to the hand of
their Deceiver? Only your false Bible translations will say
the deceive Saints will still be saved after they are
deceived and are given over to the hand of their deceiver.
Then why would you not believe in the prophecy?
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Most people love and want truth but most people are
convinced by false Bible translation that teach we do not
need truth or good works needed to be saved.
If it is honestly proven to you positively and with out any
doubt, that Christ did -not resurrect on any part of
Sunday, neither did the Christians in Troas in Acts 20:7
eat their lord Supper on any part of Sunday (or as is
falsely mistranslated to say the Disciples gathered on
Sunday night but the false translated record says the
disciples in Troas eat their Lord’ supper on Monday after
midnight or on the second day of the week. Then it was
impossible for the disciples in Troas to be eating their
Lord’s supper on the night or on the day of the
resurrection.
Then would you agree to at the least, allow other
Christians who love truth and to keep their Lord’s supper
with millions of other professing Christians that observe
their Lord’s Supper at the true resurrection moment and at
the only true supper hour of our God on The Civil solar
day of “Saturday night?” Would you rather choose the
false Bible translations of after midnight on a Monday
morning for you Lord’s Supper?
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